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Callgirl
“A Call Girl Wants To Die” is a story about good love and bad love. A girl named Amisha gets
trapped in bad love and puts her life in such trouble from where it was not possible to come
back. Such incidents are happening frequently in our society these days. Many young people's
lives have been spoiled by being trapped in the affair of false love. Why Amisha had to follow
the call girl's path? She broke ties with her family. She hated her life. She wanted to end her
life, but how a true love saves her from this swamp............
What happens when a college student finds herself in need of some extra cash, and she only
has time to work at night? Starting in 2019, author Cozette Zimmerman took a fairly generic
part-time job working nights as a hospital phone operator while working full-time on her college
degree. In that job, she soon discovered that sometimes, at three o’clock in the morning,
people really just need a better adult to tell them what to do—and her role was to be that better
adult. For the first eight months, the calls were fairly regular and routine—well, as routine as a
medical emergency in the middle of the night can be. Then the COVID-19 pandemic hit and
changed everything. A Call Girl with Her Clothes On shares hilarious true accounts of working
with patients during medical emergencies before and in the midst of a global pandemic. These
short stories recall conversations and events that have stayed with Zimmerman, leaving her to
wonder about the fate of the world.
Als achttienjarige gaat ze het klooster in, op haar vierendertigste begint ze aan een carrière als
prostituee. Gods callgirl is een verpletterend eerlijk verslag van een verbijsterend leven. Carla
is een bijzondere vrouw die vele levens geleefd heeft. Ze groeit op in het katholieke zuiden van
Nederland en is een vrolijk en avontuurlijk kind. Totdat traumatische ervaringen haar voor altijd
veranderen. Wankelend onder het gewicht van dit vreselijke geheim, gaat ze als achttienjarige
het klooster in om haar leven te wijden aan God. Carla hoopt liefde en begrip te vinden binnen
de kloostermuren, maar ze raakt verstrikt in een ingewikkeld systeem van regels en
beperkingen die haar tot wanhoop leiden. Uiteindelijk legt ze haar habijt af en ontsnapt naar de
'echte' wereld. Een ondoordacht snel huwelijk en een scheiding later staat ze er met haar
dochtertje alleen voor en op vierendertig jarige leeftijd belandt ze in een ander eeuwenoud
beroep, dat van prostituee. Ze werkt bij een escortservice en leert het klappen van de zweep,
waarna ze voor zichzelf begint en een trouwe klantenkring opbouwt. Wanneer de
schaduwzijden van de business hun tol beginnen op te eisen, gaat Carla op zoek naar
zelfacceptatie en begint ze aan haar moeilijkste werk, het blootleggen van de donkere
geheimen uit haar jeugd.
Presents the tragic true story of Tina Biggar, an all-American honor student who became a call
girl for three escort services while researching AIDS awareness and ended up dead after a job
with a regular client. Reissue.
A fun and funny tale of a sex worker's otherworldly adventures! Stranded in a fantasy world
inhabited by magical beings and demons, call girl Yuzuki has only one clue on how to get
home again: her enchanted grimoire has a list of creatures she must pleasure in order to break
the spell. Fortunately that's all in a day's work for this consummate professional!
At just fifteen years old, Geena had no choice but to leave home. Without an education or any
real options, she found herself being lured into the sex industry by the promise of big money
and the validation of strangers. She turned to drugs and alcohol to numb the pain of day-to-day
life as a callgirl and overcome the emotional scars of her past. But even in her darkest hours,
Geena refused to accept her circumstances and never stopped striving for freedom and a
better life. Eventually she found the strength to turn things around and set herself on a path to
a brighter future. Now, Geena has a double university degree and the career of her dreams,
and is in a loving relationship. Call Me Sasha is the inspirational account of one woman's
journey from sexual abuse through prostitution to eventual salvation. It is raw with honesty,
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compelling and even laugh-out-loud funny as Geena recounts the highs and lows of her
fascinating life in the sex industry.
Being a call girl isn't really about the money and the sex - it's about the excitement and the
experiences... A high-class call girl in New York City at 21, the mistress of a much older sugar
daddy at 24, and later working in a legal brothel in Nevada, Dimitra has a tale to tell about the
sex trade. In "Secret Confessions of a High-Priced Call Girl" she draws back the sheets to
reveal the whole story. Written in her witty style and coupled with some very explicit entries,
Dimitra portrays her estranged family, her drug use, and her adventures with men. Part
autobiography, part erotic fiction, "Secret Confessions of a High-Priced Call Girl" is also a selfempowering, astute look at the oldest profession in the world.... Review (Hustler Magazine):
Dimitra became the Happy Hooker of the 1990s. Now she shares some of her juiciest
anectodes in a tell-all book that promises to be a bestseller, if not a celluloid shocker...

A simple Indian guy falls in love with a far-off beautiful girl from a different country. Their
love story was different- they had fallen in love with each other without ever seeing or
talking to each other. They decide to confess their love to each other and hear each
other's voice only when they meet. The girl also has a special secret to disclose to the
boy, but only when they meet. The boy undertakes an arduous journey to be with the
girl of his dreams and take her in her arms. And hear her deepest secret. What
happens when they meet each other and what is the hidden secret of this mysterious
beauty? Do they ever end up together and spend a happily ever after in spite of her
dark past,is the climax of the book. A modern age yet unconventional love story with a
moral is how this book can be best described!
Nancy Chan, a high-class New York call girl, continues her efforts at balancing her life,
work, and relationships with her wealthy clients and her new husband, Matt, a
respectable investment banker, a situation that is further complicated when Matt wants
to start a family, a situation that could end her career for good and expose her secret
life. Original. 50,000 first printing.
The author recounts her career with the LAPD, the corruption that caused her
disillusionment, and her exploits as a glamorous call girl
In this novel the call-girls are the men and women of the international jet-set who, at the
lift of a telephone, will fly from conference to congress to symposium to discuss
subjects of world importance. This time the place is Switzerland and the subject
Survival...
At the age of 18, Carla van Raay entered a convent to devote her life to God. By 35 she
was earning her living as a prostitute. As a child, Carla van Raay experienced a trauma
that changed her forever. Burdened by the weight of this terrible secret, all she wanted
to do was survive. Life as a nun promised refuge from the outside world. Carla hoped to
find love and understanding within the convent walls. Instead she became enmeshed in
a complex system of regulations that drove her to the brink of madness. Finally
released from her vows, she escaped back into the 'real' world. A hasty marriage and
separation left Carla with a daughter to support. With few professional skills to rely on
from her years as a nun, she turned to another age-old profession - prostitution. She
worked as an escort to learn the ropes, then struck out on her own, setting up a
massage service. God's Callgirl was born. When eventually the seamier side of the
business began to assert itself, Carla embarked on a journey to uncover the dark secret
of her past.
In any career choice, it's common that you will have to make some sacrifices in order to
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be successful at it. Doctors, brick layers and teachers all go to school and train for their
jobs, giving things up along the way. This dedication to a career may require money,
time and extraordinary effort. Becoming an escort is not much different. You must hone
your skills. You have to perfect your image and appearance. You have to make yourself
available to clients. Becoming an escort is not as simple as posting a single ad and
seeing a client per day in order to pay your rent. Being an escort takes time, and it
requires sacrifices.
Traumatised by a terrible event in her childhood, Carla van Raay entered a convent at
the age of eighteen. Expecting to find understanding and inner peace amongst her
fellow nuns, she instead became trapped in a web of cruel regulations that drove her to
the brink of insanity. Finally released from her vows, she escaped back into the outside
world even more damaged than she had been before. A hasty marriage and separation
left Carla with a daughter to support. With few professional skills to rely on from her
years as a nun, she turned to another age-old profession - prostitution. She worked as
an escort to learn the ropes, then struck out on her own, setting up a massage service.
God's Callgirl was born. At first she relished her new-found sexuality, but when
eventually the darker side of the business began to assert itself, Carla was forced to
confront the dark secrets of her past.
"Just get to the spanking already!" How often do you read a spanking story and get
tired of the long, boring build-up? Well no long boring build ups to all the spankings in
this book. This pretty masochistic BDSM slave girl makes her living from getting the
spankings other girls can't take. And man can she ever take a long, hard over the knee,
bare bottom spanking. Her butt is usually some shade of red. Her lovely breasts don't
escape torment either. As she provides a specialized service, she's developed various
tricks of the trade. She knows some men want her to beg them not to spank her. Some
want the opposite, for her to beg to be spanked. Sometimes she has to beg for the
paddle to be used on her quite spankable bare bottom after it's been warmed up by his
hand. She tries to learn ahead of time what kind of spanking she will face that night.
Will he or she use the strap, paddles, his hand, belts, the crop, floggers or
combinations? Most spankers want to get there money's worth and spank her until
they're physically too tired to continue. There are times when more than one person
spanks her at the same time. Sometimes she is tied down during the paddling,
whipping, spanking or strapping. This book gives you all the painful and sexually
exciting details of her spank-filled life. This book also contains 2 free bonus books
(making it an $20.85 total value!) Your three books are presented in this order: 1.
Spanked Before, During & After Sex: The Life of a Spanked Callgirl 2. Bed Arrest, the
Punishment for BDSM Enthusiasts 3. Jenny's Dilemma – (An adult schoolgirl
punishment story) Publisher's Note: This publication contains explicit sexual content
and BDSM related themes. All characters are of legal age.
An engrossing and revealing look at the world's oldest profession describes how the
author, left destitute and unable to pay the rent after a breakup with a long-term
boyfriend, took at job with an escort service, embarking on a three-year stint in the
heart of Boston's prostitution subculture. Reprint.35,000 first printing.
"CALLGIRL" IS BOOK 13 IN A SERIES OF BOOKS BY DAVID NAIK RAJU, A
BIOLOGY INSTRUCTOR AT CAMOSUN COLLEGE IN VICTORIA, BRITISH
COLUMBIA, CANADA. "CALLGIRL" IS A POCKET BOOK WRITTEN NOT ONLY
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FROM THE HEART BUT WITH GUTS. THE WRITER WHOSE HEART BEATS
TODAY AS FAST AS IT EVER HAS FEELS FOR THOSE WHO DON'T OFTEN HAVE
A VOICE IN TODAY'S SOCIETY FOR HE TOO HAS BEEN SILENCED IN A WORLD
THAT DOESN'T EXIST EXCEPT IF YOU ARE ONE OF THOSE WHO PRETENDS IT
DOES EXIST BY BEING SOMEONE YOU'RE NOT SO THAT A WORLD CONTINUES
TO REVOLVE WITHOUT EVER ASKING WHY? SOMETHING THE WRITER WHO'S
GUTS SPILL FROM BEING FULL OF GUTS AND THUS HAS THE GUTS ASKS BY
WRITING FICTIONAL PORTRAITS IN THE WAY THAT HE HAS SO THAT WE AS
CITIZENS CAN BEGIN TO LOOK AT THINGS IN A WAY THAT WE NEVER HAVE
BEFORE SO THAT WE CAN CHANGE EXISTING CONDITIONS, NOT FOR WHAT
THEY AREN'T, BUT FOR WHAT THEY ALREADY ARE, BUT INSTEAD OF
ACKNOWLEDGING WHAT IS, WE ACKNOWLEDGE WHAT ISN'T, AND BECAUSE
SUCH MAY BE SUCH ACCORDING TO THE AUTHOR, IS WHY WE CONTINUE
DOWN THE SAME PATH WHICH IS NO LONGER THE SAME PATH WITHOUT
EVER QUESTIONING WHY?
As a child, Carla van Raay experienced a trauma that changed her forever. Burdened
by the weight of this terrible secret, all she wanted to do was survive. Life as a nun
promised refuge from the outside world. Carla hoped to find love and understanding
within the convent walls. Instead she became enmeshed in a complex system of
regulations that drove her to the brink of madness. Finally released from her vows, she
escaped back into the 'real' world. A hasty marriage and separation left Carla with a
daughter to support. With few professional skills to rely on from her years as a nun, she
turned to another age-old profession - prostitution. She worked as an escort to learn the
ropes, then struck out on her own, setting up a massage service. God's Callgirl was
born. When eventually the seamier side of the business began to assert itself, Carla
embarked on a journey to uncover the dark secret of her past.
The Billionaire's Callgirl wurde bereits 2014 zum ersten Mal veröffentlicht. Um die
Pflege für ihre kranke Mutter zu bezahlen, arbeitet Nicolé als Callgirl. Ein neuer Kunde
will sie exklusiv für eine Woche. er ist reich, sexy und dominant. Sich in ihn zu verlieben
wäre fatal, denn im wahren Leben heiratet ein Milliardär keine Hure. Wird Nicolé mit
einem gebrochenen Herzen zurück bleiben? Eine erotische Kurzgeschichte mit ca 9500
Worten
Four free bonus books are included in this publication for your reading pleasure. In this
publication you get (and in the following order): 1) 100 Great Lines To Put In Your
Personal Ads 2) Spanked Before, During & After Sex: The Life of a Spanked Callgirl 3)
The Absolutely Essential Guide to Erotic Breast Massage 4) The Funniest BDSM
Personal Ads 5) Master and submissive or slave BDSM Contract 1) 100 Great Lines To
Put In Your Personal Ads This book specializes in making men and women look
responsible, stable, compassionate, respectable and desirable in their personal ads.
Help stack the cards in your favor, get this book! 2) Spanked Before, During & After
Sex: The Life of a Spanked Callgirl "Just get to the spanking already!" How often do
you read a spanking story and get tired of the long, boring build-up? Well no long boring
build ups in this book! This pretty masochistic BDSM slave girl makes her living from
getting the spankings other girls can't take. And man can she ever take a long, hard
spanking. This book gives you all the sexually exciting details of her spank-filled life. 3)
The Absolutely Essential Guide to Erotic Breast Massage These astounding techniques
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were developed over a 40 year period from research and trial and error. The
specialized breast massage discussed in this book can give a woman more pleasure
than she can imagine. If her lover is unavailable to pleasure her this way, women can
easily give themselves Extreme Pleasure Breast Massage, and the great news is it's
something women can do to themselves for the rest of their lives. There are a great
many positions a woman's body can be in to receive this specialized and very sexually
arousing breast massage. For this example though, let's have her sitting up and at least
topless. Do note however that as she gets more and more aroused, she'd probably
prefer to be naked so one or both of you can access her pubic area while she's getting
Extreme Pleasure Breast Massage. 4) The Funniest BDSM Personal Ads Here are
some samples from this entertaining kinky, BDSM book: * I have a full service dungeon,
the best in town, you'll be honored to be beaten there. * I am a one girl kinda girl. * My
Dom ties me up and forces me to listen to country music. * Spread legs not lies. * 28
year old female sub ready for a meat and greet. * I'm not fat, I'm cuddly. * Experienced
Dom rejoining the lifestyle. I lost my way and got married. * I'm a very young 72. *
Sometimes only a spanking will do the job. 5) Master and submissive or slave BDSM
Contract This extensive sexually charged Master-slave contract book is set up so
Master and submissive/slave can agree on the great number of BDSM topics that can
come up in their relationship. Master and slave can add and amend rules with a pen
and update the contract at anytime. The 8.5 x 11" hardcopy version (sold separately)
has a lot more room to make those additions and amendments. If you like what you
read here, you'll likely want to get the 8.5 x 11" hardcopy edition for your actual contract
copy. This book gives all the information that's in that hardcopy version but without as
much room to make additions and amendments. It still is quite useable. Publisher's
Note: This book contains explicit sexual content and BDSM. All characters are of legal
age. Hello everybody! Your opinion is very important! If you like this book please make
sure to leave a review. Thank you!
This internationally celebrated memoir is now a new Showtime original series. Belle
couldn't find a job after University. Her impressive degree was not paying her rent or
buying her food. But after a fantastic threesome with a very rich couple who gave her a
ton of money, Belle realized that she could earn more than anyone she knew--by
becoming a call girl. The rest is history. Belle became a 20-something London working
girl--and had the audacity to write about it--anonymously. The shockingly candid and
explicit diary she put on the Internet became a London sensation. She shares her entire
journey inside the world of high-priced escorts, including fascinating and explicit
insights about her job and her clients, her various boyfriends, and a taboo lifestyle that
has to be read to be believed. The witty observations, shocking revelations, and
hilarious scenarios deliver like the very best fiction and make for a titillating reading
experience unlike any other.
The amazing real-life story of a successful Ivy League professor and her time spent as a call
girl ... Another hot story from Mischief Books.
A sort of love story... The policeman and the call girl...
The bestselling and infamous diary of a high-class call girl, as seen on the show starring Billie
Piper. Belle de Jour is the nom de plume of a high-class call girl working in London. This is her
story. From the summer of 2003 to the autumn of 2004 Belle charted her day-to-day
adventures on and off the field in a frank, funny and award-winning web diary. Now, in her
Intimate Adventures, Belle elaborates on those diary entries, revealing (among other things)
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how she became a working girl, what it feels like to do it for money, and where to buy the best
knickers for the job. From debating the literary merits of Martin Amis with naked clients to
smuggling whips into luxury hotels, this is a no-holds barred account of the high-class sextrade, and an insight into the secret life of an extraordinary woman.
Levensverhaal van een uitgetreden non die in de prostitutie verzeild raakte.
One of our call girls is missing It sounded like a joke, but the old dame was scared stiff when
one of her girls didn’t show up for work that night. And this one was her prettiest - and most
profitable. ''Find her, shamus,'' she said. ''And fast!'' ''My pleasure,'' I said. My name is Joe
Puma. I call myself a detective and I get a hundred bucks a day. The girl’s name was Jean
Talsman. She called herself an entertainer and she got a hundred bucks a night. The job had
delightful possibilities - until some joker started making corpses out of the customers, and I
found a few dealers in sudden death camped on my own doorstep.
"Just get to the spanking already!" How often do you read a spanking story and get tired of the
long, boring build-up? Well no long boring build ups in this book! It concentrates on bare
bottom disciplinary and sexually oriented bare butt spankings of a pretty, submissive working
girl. This pretty masochistic BDSM slave girl makes her living from getting the spankings other
girls can't take, and man can she ever take a long, hard bare bottom disciplinary spanking.
This ebook gives you all the sexually exciting details of her bare bottom spank-filled life. This
publication contains five ebooks which are normally sold separately. Your five ebooks are
presented in this order: 1) 100 Great Lines To Put in Your Personal Ad 2) Spanked Before,
During & After Sex: The Life of a Spanked Callgirl 3) The Absolutely Essential Guide to Erotic
Breast Massage 4) Entertaining BDSM Personal Ads 5) Master and female submissive or
slave BDSM Contract One of the included ebooks is the electronic version of "Master and
submissive or slave BDSM Contract". This extensive sexually charged Master-female slave
contract book is set up so Master and his female submissive/slave can agree on the great
number of BDSM topics that can come up in their relationship. Master and slave can add and
amend rules with a pen and update the hard copy contract at anytime (if you were to get that
also.) Publisher's Note: This publication contains explicit sexual content and BDSM related
activities. All characters are over 18 years of age.
A sexy, page-turning novel written by a real-life, Manhattan call girl. The naughtiest read:
Mischief Books.

About the book: After topping her class from one of Mumbai’s leading business
schools, Rekha concluded that becoming an Investment Banking Associate was not her
true calling. It made more sense to be a hooker on retainer ship in Mumbai’s financial
district. This leads her to open a high-end bordello with the core mission of making the
excruciatingly dull existence of a typical Mumbai Finance executive almost livable. Her
target segment was strictly senior management- not the proles and trolls of the industry.
Fund Managers, whose luck with the ladies tracked the Nifty, needed a shoulder to cry
on when markets headed south. Bank borrowers needed her services to make bankers
feel loved with carnal interludes so that the loan approval process did not place an
unhealthy emphasis on financial analysis. About the author: Conrad Vincent earned his
B.Tech degree in 1990 from the Indian Institute of Technology Madras and a Master’s
in Mechanical Engineering from Clemson University, USA. He is a CFA. He has worked
in the Indian financial sector for almost 25 years. He has worked at an investment bank,
a credit rating agency, a non-banking financial services company and at an insurance
company. He lives in Mumbai
It is October, 2005. In an apartment in the upmarket neighbourhood of Sao Paulo,
Brazil, 21-year-old Bruna Surfistinha, or Bruna the Surfer Girl, has sexual encounters
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with up to five men a day. A teen runaway who has had to turn tricks for a living, Bruna
begins to write about her experiences in a blog. What she creates is a scintillating soap
opera, loaded with family drama, love stories and, of course, sex! Today, Bruna has
become a celebrity in Brazil with the runaway bestseller The Scorpion's Sweet Venom:
The Diary of a Brazilian Call Girl. Selling over 30,000 copies in its first month, (and over
100,000 copies to date) the book is a vivid, forthright, explosive account of sex for
money, for kicks, for fun, and for love. It even offers how-to tips for readers looking to
spice up their sex lives. In the tradition of the bestselling The Bride Stripped Bare, In My
Skin, Belle de Jour and Diary of a Manhattan Call Girl, this translation of The Scorpion's
Sweet Venom is destined to cause a stir with its intimate revelations of Latino lovers
and illicit sex and life as a call girl.
Heidi Rikan was an ex-stripper, working for the mob in Washington D.C. White House
Call Girl tells how a call girl operation she was running at the time led to the Watergate
break-in, which brought down Tricky Dick Nixon himself. Though it’s a fully sourced
political non-fiction, it reads like a detective novel, full of prostitutes, mobsters, political
operatives, and even football team players. And it’s got plenty of evidence, including
photos of an address book owned by the main call girl in question, chock full of very
interesting phone numbers and addresses. For forty years we’ve only heard the
Woodward and Bernstein perspective on Watergate. Now we’ve got the photos.
What’s more, we’ve got Heidi’s little black book.
Praise for Confessions Of A High-Priced Call Girl "With clients that included Oscar
winning screenwriter Aaron Sorkin, Dimitra became the Happy Hooker of the 1990s.
Now she shares some of her juiciest anecdotes in a tell-all book that promises to be a
best-seller." Hustler Magazine A prince from Oman flies Dimitra from New York to Las
Vegas on a private jet; a 65-year old business tycoon who, in the days before Viagra
demands little more than the 24-old Dimitra's company; a hot film actor who is so wellendowed he is "painful". But no other client receives more attention than Aaron Sorkin.
They meet, start a two-year long drug-fueled relationship, and lose touch. They start emailing eight years later, and by this time Sorkin has written a call girl character into his
TV show, The West Wing. Amber is a call girl and one of Dimitra's best friends. She is
attacked and nearly killed by a serial murderer who poses as a client. After Amber's life
is almost destroyed, Dimitra thinks being on The West Wing would restore Amber's selfesteem. She tells Sorkin about the attack, and asks him to audition Amber for the show.
After all, he always writes in his e-mails that he wants to be friends, and Amber is more
gorgeous than anybody on The West Wing. But is he truly a friend? Or, are these only
some of his many words on paper, so to speak? Confessions Of A High-Priced Call Girl
is an extraordinary journey that will enthrall readers with its stylish writing, secrets and
lies, wit and lust.
From former federal sex-crimes prosecutor Allison Leotta, an eShort story about the
secret life of Washington, D.C.’s highest-paid escorts. Beautiful Georgetown undergrad
Caroline McBride almost has it all—a loving fiancée, a promising academic career, and a
college life of fabulous parties—but she can't afford it. When her father becomes ill,
plunging her family into debt, she reluctantly agrees to meet Madeleine, the madam of
a high-end escort service. Catering to the most powerful men in D.C., Caroline can
make more money in one night than in a month at her part-time college job. And no one
has to know. All she has to do is follow the madam’s ten simple rules. A riveting story
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of D.C.’s red-light underworld and the life of a modern courtesan, Ten Rules for a Call
Girl is fascinating and addictive. Includes an excerpt from Allison Leotta’s new novel,
Discretion!
Autobiography of a former nun and prostitute. Tells the story of early childhood abuse,
emigration to Australia from Europe, life in the convent, marriage after the convent, the
breakdown of her marriage, and earning a living as a prostitute. Includes photos and
hierarchy of the Order of the Faithful Companions of Jesus.
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